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Introduction 
Let V be a split semi-simple Lie algebra of Chevalley type over a field k. Then 
we have as usual a basis (k I, . . . , h,, x, 3 >;,.;, 5 c. 3 ) whsx I is tire rank of V and 
r’ is the set of positive roots Let ii(V) be the universal enveloping algebra of V. 
Let h=(Alr..., A,) E Xi be a weight. The left Verma modtlle ?4( A> is by 
definition the left U(V) module 
U(V)fU(V)(h, - A,, . . . , h, - A,, x, aEr+} .. 
e 
Similarly we have the right Verma module 
M’(A) = {h, - A,, . , . , h, - A,, x,.,,,-+}\U(V) . 
In this note we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. (a) Ex&,, (M(A), U(V)) is zero unless n = I+ r, where r = # r’. 
W EJG(V) W( N 7 WN is isomorphic to the Verma module M’(h - 
I2 aEf+ ai where h - zaEr+ LY is the weight (A,. - zaEI.+ cx(h;)). 
We will prove this result by constructing a projective resolution of M(A). 
1. A noncommutative Koszul complex 
Let A be an associative k-algebra with unit 1. Let L, be a k-Lie algebra. Let 
9 : L, + A be a Lie algebra homomorphism; i.e. <p is k-linear and q( [I,, L]) = 
444 )<PW - d&4 )* 
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Proposition. We have a complex 
K,(Q): A~~~‘L~A~A’-‘L-*.o~A~L~A, 
Proof. The formula is an alternating k-multilineal- one. Thus ei is well defined. 
We need to check that e, _, 0 ej = 0 if i 2 2. NOW 
= c (-1) li ~"'(cp(X~~Q(X~~ - Q(X/)Q(X,)I @ A Xj 
kc/ d.i 
+ c (-l)“‘+‘Q([x,,x,])@ /i xi 
kc1 R.i 
+ C (- I)* Q(x~) 63 /\ xi A [xp, x,] + similar expression 
pc1.k 
distinct 
+c 
P!<ll 
p,-=l, 
diGi& 
+ c 
PC/ 
1 distinc 
i.i.p 
(-1)**1~ A Xj A 
I’, .I, 
fi,.i, _ - 
(-l)***l@ I/\\ xi 
6.i.; 
The first two terms cancel because Q is a homomorphism. The next two terms 
cancel by checking the signs. The fifth term is zero by permuting 1 and 2. The last 
term is zero by the Jacobi identity in L,. a 
This complex is a slight modification of the complex of Chevalley and Eilenberg 
[ 11. We want a method to check that K&j is a resolution of AIAQ(&). Assume 
that A is a filtered algebra k C A,, C A, C l 9 = such that cp(i], ) is contained in A,. 
Let Gr(A) = $ A,IA,_, be the associated graded algebra, which we will assume 
to be commutative. Then we have an induced k-homomorphism. 
,is : E, *Gr(A), = A, /A O C Gr( A), where t, is an abelian lie algebra. Here K(6) 
is an abelian Koszul complex. The filtration principle is: If K(<p) is a resolution of 
Gr(A)IGr(A)&), then K,(Q) is a resolution of AIAQ(L,). This follows by 
routine fiitration reasoning because K*(Q) is a complex of filtered A-modules 
where we regard Ai& as pure filtration i. 
Our filtration principle applies in the special situation where Gr(A) is the 
polynomial ring on &(A), and (F is an isomorphism. Here K*(G) is the usual 
Koszul complex on a Gr(A)-sequence. 
2. The resolution of a Verma m 
Let A be the universal enveloping algebra of V. Let L, be the lhnear span of 
{J, - A,, l l l T h, - A,* X*.&-; ). Then L, is a Lie algebra and inclusion : 
L, + Gr(A), is a k-isomorphism. By the Poincare theorem &(A) is a polynomial 
ring. Therefore, our filtration principle implies the following: 
Theorem 2. K, (inclusion of LA) is a free W-resolution of the Verrnn modde 
iMA. cl 
To prove Theorem 1 we need to compute the homology of the complex 
Horn&K*, U(V)) =Oc(n’+“L,)O U(V)-- 
-L, @ U(V) + U(V) -0. 
We want to see that this is a free right U(V)-module of M’( A - c aE,- (Y). The 
exactness is another application of the resolution principle as the Gr approxi- 
mation is just the dual of the abelian Koszul complex of an A-sequence. To 
compute the cokernel of OT+, we just need to see that 6,+, is (if hi = h, - A,). 
= 2 (-l)“‘h,@ A + c (-1)*X,@ A 
I;, .f OI 
+ c (-1) ‘+‘+i+r 1~ A nix,, 
ii, .i, I 
=C(-l)“*(hi-hi-Ca,(hj))~~ +c(-l)*x,~/\. 
i i h, 
.i- 
“r 
Therefore, Theorem 1 follows. 
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